FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST NOVEMBER 2016

235 RESPONSES

179 extremely likely to recommend			38 likely to recommend
7 unlikely or likely to recommend				1 unlikely to recommend
9 extremely unlikely to recommend 			1 don’t know

RESPONSES RECEIVED FROM PATIENTS
Empathetic nurse
Little waiting time. Great doctor. Helpful reception
Prompt, excellent service from 
Efficient, good admin, caring medical staff
Efficient, helpful receptionists, high quality doctors, including locums.
Physio therapy
Excellent, caring  and thorough medical staff
Always seen by doctor/nurse on the day
Because she is an excellent nurse.
"The Neaman Practice is an excellent surgery and I can't recommend it highly enough 
Thank you"
Excellent service.
Professional
Thanks to all the staff.
Always helpful in responding to concerns.
Polite receptionist and very helpful. Dr very helpful and thorough.
Very informative and time to answer all my concerns
Lack of professionalism and empathy
Efficient/ polite
Great service and nice staff - always accommodating and pleasant
They are worth recommending
Very helpful reception and nurse.
Excellent doctors, fantastic nurses and great receptionists.
Prompt service and good care
It's my local GP, and I don't have a choice (or want to have to choose)
Have been able to get appointments when needed, no delays and attentive GPS
Very good and friendly servicing  my family  I am happy thank you everyone
It is soul destroying having to listen to the engaged tone 20 or more times to try and get through for an appointment on the day. 
Helpful Doctor & Reception staff
Friendly and very caring staff. Everyone from the front desk to the nurses and doctors.
Always great service from the best GP practice in the UK
I always find u really helpful without exception.
Easily Able to book appt on day needed it. GP helpful.
Difficult to get continuity with Dr and the receptionists do not provide the same consistent approach, I have heard 1 argue in public with a request from
I feel very supported by everyone at the practice. Doctors, nurses, the receptionists and the practice secretary are always friendly and helpful and have
Friendly helpful service
Everything made easy.
The Receptionists were very conscious of my medical needs and the Doctor immediately took an  understanding and caring attitude 2 what needed 2 be done. GB
The Neaman Practise is a team. 
All the members of this team
Are friendly, professional , listening and doing their very best to help their patients in"
Direct phone call was not working properly.
Hello my g.p always goes the extra mile and the staff all round do a fantastic job
It's so hard to get an appointment, so I hope that can be improved. That's why I didn't give a top mark. But very hardworking, professional, nice people.
Doctor took me seriously
Good doctor & care. Tricky to book an appointment - I had to show up in person at 08:30 because last two mornings I couldn't get through on the phone 
It's very difficult to get an appointment and some of the reception staff are quite rude.
Good doctors and friendly staff
Reason why choose 2 because that what think if friend family need the treatment likely if they need it  know what u think in my mind
Great and friendly help, as always!
Supportive doctors but difficult to see the same person for continuity. Helpful and friendly staff.
Dr is excellent.
Practitioners have excellent listening and doctoring skills and receptionists helpful.
A caring environment.
Friendly courteous knowledgeable staff
Good doctors
It's often difficult to book an appointment. The last waiting time was three weeks (unless you chance dropping in on the day which is usually difficult 
Treatment worked 
My doctor is excellent. The reception staff are excellent.
Would rate better if didn't have to wait for my appointment 15 min... the nurse and staff all seem nice.
The reception staffs on both occasions have been very helpful. Also the doctor I've seen was friendly approachable and interested very pleased
Pleasant and efficient treatment
Consistently professional team
Dr was thorough, informative and friendly. She explained what was happening to my daughter 
Good service, helpful staff, nice and clean offices, but difficult to find and sometimes long wait time on the phone
Polite staff
Efficient and helpful staff. Friendly doctors and nurses.
On time and helpful consults.
First time seeing Dr . Very impressed. Thorough and personable. Reception staff pleasant.
Whenever I call or visit the surgery the reception staff and medical practitioners are so helpful. I can always get an appointment to suit me and the doc
Neaman always rescues me and is well respected by hospitals

